This study aimed to determine if obese adults with poor versus good sleep quality demonstrate reduced self-regulatory capacity and different patterns of neural activation when making impulsive monetary choices. Six obese, good quality sleepers (M age¼ 44.7 years, M BMI¼ 38.1 kg/m 2 ) were compared to 13
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This study aimed to determine if obese adults with poor versus good sleep quality demonstrate reduced self-regulatory capacity and different patterns of neural activation when making impulsive monetary choices. Six obese, good quality sleepers (M age¼ 44.7 years, M BMI¼ 38.1 kg/m 2 ) were compared to 13
obese, poor quality sleepers (M age¼42.6, M BMI¼ 39.2 kg/m 2 ) on sleep and eating behavior and brain activation in prefrontal and insular regions while engaging in a delay discounting task during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Poor quality sleepers demonstrated significantly lower brain activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus, and bilateral insula when making immediate and smaller (impulsive) monetary choices compared to the baseline condition. Behaviorally, poor compared to good quality sleepers reported higher scores in the night eating questionnaire. Obese adults with poor sleep quality demonstrate decreased brain activation in multiple regions that regulate cognitive control and interceptive awareness, possibly reducing self-regulatory capacity when making immediately gratifying decisions.
& 2015 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Sleep loss is considered an independent risk factor for obesity and related metabolic disease (Spiegel et al., 1999; Van Cauter and Knutson, 2008) . Poor sleep quality and short sleep duration increase the risk of obesity and comorbid health conditions through multiple pathways (Chaput and Tremblay, 2012) , including the up-regulation of appetite regulating hormones (e.g., leptin, ghrelin) resulting in increased hunger and decreased satiety (Spiegel et al., 2003 (Spiegel et al., , 2004 , and alterations in glucose metabolism (Spiegel et al., 1999) . In addition to these homeostatic energy regulation mechanisms, nonhomeostatic hedonic feeding mechanisms (e.g., eating in response to the reward properties of food, impulsive eating styles) (Chaput and Tremblay, 2012) might, in part, account for the pathway from insufficient and/or poor quality sleep to obesity.
In support of the hypothesis that disturbed sleep could lead to obesity through non-homeostatic mechanisms, such as impulsive eating behavior, several studies have demonstrated that short sleep duration and insomnia are associated with aspects of impulsivity (Drummond et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2010; Anderson and Platten, 2011; Libedinsky et al., 2013) . For example, Schmidt et al. (2008) found that self-reported insomnia severity was positively correlated with two facets of impulsivity: urgency (tendency to act rashly) and lack of perseverance (inability to remain focused on a task) among healthy adults. Interestingly, both urgency and lack of perseverance have been associated with maladaptive eating behavior and binge frequency in a longitudinal study among young adult women (Peterson and Fischer, 2012) .
Restricted sleep duration affects other aspects of self-regulatory capacity, such as risky decision making, as demonstrated in recent brain imaging studies (Venkatraman et al., 2007 (Venkatraman et al., , 2011 . Venkatraman et al. (2007) examined the effect of experimentally induced sleep deprivation on neural response during a monetary gambling task in a sample of healthy young adults. During sleep deprivation, greater activation in the right nucleus accumbens was associated with choosing higher risk gambles, suggesting that sleep deprivation might increase reward-seeking behavior.
A commonly used measure of impulsivity that involves both reward valuation and behavioral self-regulation is delay discounting. Delay discounting is the process whereby the perceived value of a reward is decreased as its receipt is delayed (Kirby and Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/psychresns
